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1. Introduction 
 
The intermediate bus architecture (IBA), as one of existing distributed power architectures, is expected to 

increase 10 times from the present 2.8% usage to 28.1% in five years [1]. The IBA includes two power 

conversion stage with the first stage achieved by bus converter (BC) to obtain an intermediate bus voltage 

and the second stage achieved by point of load converter (POL) to convert the intermediate bus voltage to 

one or several lower while very well regulated voltages to supply their loads nearby. Figure 1 provides a 

typical IBA application with switch mode converter technology. In the IBA, there exist several coordination 

issues from the interaction between BCs and POLs. It is usually the IBA users’ responsibility to select 

correct BCs and POLs for their IBA while the IBA composition suppliers have to make options available for 

their customers. There are publications available discussing how to design on BCs and POLs [2, 3] while no 

publications are found yet as contributions to clearly address the coordination design issues between the BCs 

and POLs within an IBA. Also, there are no publications found to help IBA users to help proper decision  

including product selections and connections. Lacking of IBA design guidelines may cause problems for 

both suppliers and users. An incorrectly designed IBA configuration for a system design may result in 

missed market timing and higher design cost. As IBA becomes a more and more widely adopted power 
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management technology, it is essential to 

address related coordination issues involved in 

such architecture for both suppliers and users. 

Those issues are required to be carefully 

considered and solved for the suppliers to 

make their proper designs of BCs and POLs, 

and for the users to select correct products for their power manageme

review those issues and provide proper coordination guidelines to both 

users to reduce or eliminate the potential problems otherwise may be

coordination issues will be addressed in this paper: (1) coordination o

coordination of switching frequencies, (3) decoupling operation con

coordination. This paper will use IBA structure from the telecommunicat

i.e., a nominal 48 V BC’s input voltage varying from 36V to 75V, a nomi

voltage, and POL’s output voltage ranged from 0.75V to 5V.  It is ob

different from one application to the other on those input and output spe

issues will be suitable to those similar situations in different application ar

. 

2. Coordination of power, voltage and current 
 
2-1 Power Coordination 

Steady state power match in an IBA configuration between BC and PO
applications and this can be described as 
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Figure 1 A typical IBA
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nt configurations. This paper will 
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l input power requirement from all 
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POL products with proper power ratings to meet Equation (1). This seemingly simple requirement may in 

reality be not so simple, if an optimal solution is desired with cost factor under consideration. With the 

optimal cost as target, maximizing BC power utilization and minimizing the number of BC usage for the 

certain amount of POLs in need will be a major task and can be very time consuming to meet Equation (1). 

This actually provides some hints to IBA composite suppliers that it is also important for the providers to 

know how to partition and grade the power ratings of their BC and POL products to meet Equation (1) for 

their marketing efforts and their new product introductions. In other words, Equation (1) means both users 

and suppliers have to determine how many POLs can be carried by a single BC to its maximum power rating 

from this IBA with minimized cost on the assumption of the same power derating applied to both BC and 

POLs. The condition presented by Equation (1) also requires to be considered under some other situations, 

such as over load operation. For the worst-case consideration, the BC should have the same over load 

capability in terms of magnitude and time duration as that of all POLs overloaded at the same time to ensure 

this IBA configuration reliable operation. 

2-2 Voltage Coordination 
 
The voltage coordination can be expressed as, 
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The very basic requirement from this coordination is to define proper POL input voltage, V .  This 

involves several aspects. (1) To determine the BC’s output voltage to be regulated or un-regulated [4] and if 

regulated, how tight the regulation should be; (2) to determine if POL can accept wide input voltage 

variations with respect to time, and if so, feed forward compensation may be required as the technique to 

adapt the input voltage change; (3) to determine what is a proper intermediate bus voltage since some 

contradictions exist on this voltage requirement – a reasonable low value is required to reduce switching 

losses and boost efficiency while a high value may be preferred to obtain faster load transient response 

because di/dt is proportional to the voltage across the POL output filter inductor while the inductor’s value 

POL
IN
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Table 1 Relation Example of Efficiency, di/dt, Input Voltage, and Output Voltage 

affects the output noise level and operation stability differently in continuous current mode and 

discontinuous current mode.  Table 1 demonstrates a POL’s efficiency test result from different BC output 

voltages. Table 1 also provides corresponding maximum achievable load transient response (di/dt), without 

adding decoupling capacitors, from the same input voltage variations based on theoretical calculations. Table 

1 indicates one another fact that simply lowering input voltage may not boost efficiency, since MOSFET 

conduction loss becomes higher from its higher Rds_on at lower drive voltage although switching losses may 

become less. Therefore an optimal V  should exist for a particular application to make best trade-offs and 

balance for the overall IBA performance. 

This indicates that an optimal single 

intermediate bus voltage may not exist in 

general. As such, ideally, BC output 

voltage should be programmable or selectable to suit various different applications. In the power supply 

industry, both suppliers and users will have to consciously evaluate those before making their decisions 

since, for the time being, no standard exists for either BC or POL designs. 

POL
IN

Vin (V) 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13  
Eff (%) 90.9 90.5 90.4 89.8 89.4 88.9 88.2 87.4 
di/dt (A/us) 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 8.5 9.5 10.5 

Vo = 
2.5V 

Eff (%) 81.7 82.9 82.6 81.8 81.1 79.8 78.9 77.1 
di/dt (A/us) 4.8 5.8 6.8 7.8 8.8 9.8 10.8 11.8 

Vo = 
1.2V 

 
2-3 Current Coordination 

In the steady state, the current coordination is similar to Equation (1) on the condition that voltage 

coordination governed by Equations (2) is satisfied. In the load transient process, the current will require 

additional coordination. The load transient will cause re-balancing energy previously stored in inductance 

and capacitance. During the transient, the voltage coordination Equation (2) may become invalid if before 

this load transient, the voltage is already on the coordination boundaries. To take this situation into 

consideration for the IBA design, the input voltage of POLs may need a much lower under voltage lock out 

(UVLO) value for the lower end of input voltage, while POLs should be able to sustain a higher input 

voltage surge. Even if the input voltage level on the POLs are very well in the range defined by the voltage 
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coordination (away from the boundaries), proper decoupling capacitance will be required to adapt the load 

transient requirement. POL’s output high di/dt response will be reflected to their input and cause a higher 

di/dt demand than that is specified for a BC. As such, BCs have to be designed with higher di/dt 

specification, either achieved from wider bandwidth or capable of carrying the loads with higher decoupling 

capacitance. 

Current coordination may encounter the worst condition when one or more POLs are in the solid short circuit 

(SC) fault mode. The POL SC fault may generate current pulse train with magnitude several times higher 

than its rated value during its hiccup mode protection. This current pulse level may exceed the connected BC 

output current rating, then drag down the BC output voltage, and consequently shut down all other POLs 

connected to the same BC. To minimize POL SC fault effect, an input filter inductor is usually needed to add 

at the POL input to limit the SC through current level. 

 

3. Coordination of switching frequencies 
 
Beat frequencies always exist in an IBA because of frequency modulations from switch mode power 

converters [5]. The beat frequencies may cause problems on the IBA functions, if switching frequencies from 

BCs and POLs are not properly coordinated. The problems include filter design difficulty and stability loop 

gain compensation difficulty, resulting in unfiltered higher output ripple voltage and non-understandable and 

non-measurable loop compensation observations. Frequency synchronization should be established as a 

general standard for the IBA configuration. A practical coordination may be that all BCs’ switching 

frequencies are synchronized to one frequency and all switching frequencies from POLs that are connected 

to the same BC are synchronized to another frequency. Frequency synchronization and proper phase shift 

from interleaved POL connection can optimize overall IBA cost and operation performance. Corresponding 

ICs for this purpose are available from the market [ ]. 
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4. Decoupling operation conditions 

It is essential to make decoupling operation coordination among the BC, the POLs and the POLs’ loads in 

order to achieve expected performance based on the product datasheet, in which individual product 

operational performance is presented with specified individual module operation conditions. When an IBA is 

formed, the most significant operational modifications on those BC or POLs modules comparing to the 

conditions while they are under development/design stage are from their different input and output 

impedance. The impedance changes, no matter they are from output side or input side will change the 

designed product characteristics, for example their loop gain and input-to-output transfer function. 

 
On the output side, the input to output transfer function of an individual POL, after a load is connected to its 

output, will be modified by a coefficient γo,  AB
A
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In Equation (7), the item AB represents the POL’s control loop gain. As such, the previous designed loop 

gain and transfer function are all modified by this coefficient based on this equation. In practice, although 

there are tools available, e.g. Young Stability Curves (YSC) [ ], that can be used to predict the resulted 

changes before a real load is connected, the best coordination condition would be to make the coefficient, γo, 

close to 1 as much as possible. Also, it is worth knowing that the BC’s loads are actually from those 

connected POLs. Therefore in essence, the BCs design should follow the above coordination condition. 

On the input side, after an IBA is formed, each individual POL will have source impedance differently from 

that when it is under design in general. The different source impedance will alter the POLs input-to-output 

transfer function to become,  CF
REF

OPOL
OS AB

A
V
V

β
+

==
1

G    (11) 

βCF is known as correction factor, which can be obtained based on The Extra Element Theorem [ ]. Although 

there are attempts to make development similar to the tool of YSC in order to predict the modified 
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characteristics from individual POLs and BCs before a physical configuration is made[ ], the input 

impedance coordination exist 

 D
BC
ON

BC
O ZZandZZ <<<<  (13) 

Thermal derating coordination 

Thermal derating coordination in an IBA is to achieve similar derating from the involved BC and POLs. 

Ideal coordination is expressed in the same way as in Equation (1) while satisfying all ambient temperature 

Ta,  (15) a

N

i

POL
iIN

BC
O TforPP ∀= ∑

=1
,

An example of improper thermal derating coordination is illustrated in Figure 2, where the BC’s thermal 

derating occurs earlier than the POL’s. This means to satisfy Equation (15), less number of POLs can be 

carried by the BC at elevated ambient 

temperature. 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 2 An example of improper thermal derating coordination between BC and POL. 
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Conclusions  

This paper has presented design and operation coordination issues within IBA as guideline to help both 

providers and users properly making their decisions and applications. The major conditions to achieve 

coordinated design and operation include (a) power, voltage and current; (b) switching frequencies; (c) input 

and output impedance decoupling; and (d) thermal derating. It is required to review those coordination issues 

and corresponding conditions in order to achieve the performance specified by individual products when 

they are configured to be an IBA. 
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